the dash* indicates that the term with = 0 is omitted in summation. As well-known ( [6] ,Vl, p. 36, 42, 69, 90-94} II, p. 134), the convolution fa(x) is of class L^ and sfc] -^o^nrv«*.
The last series converges, eventually, for almost every x; its sum Irt(x) = ^(xjf) coincides with f^Cx) almost everywhere. Given any oc e (0,1), we define the fractional derivative f^'U)
of f e hy the formula
provided the right side exists. We set f (a+r) (x) = (f ( ">(x)) (r > =£!lri1_cc(X;f) if r = 1,2,...
In the theory of approximation the following Timan's result is known ( [4] , p. 346-34-9).
Theorem. Let f be a function of class I^JJ and let
for some positive integer r. Then
where g is a function having the derivatives g^ (1 = = 0,1,...,r-1) absolutely continuous in < -tt, 3T > . Moreover, the derivat belongs to L^ and Moreover, the derivative (defined almost everywhere)
for arbitrary positive integers k and n=0,1,2,...(CQ(kfr) » = const). It can easily be observed that the last estimate remains valid for all k> 0 (see [3] , § 4).
In this paper we extend the above mentioned theorem to positive non-integer r. The results presented here correspond to re (0,1) and r e (1,oo), respectively.
We denote by C^ (a,...) (J =1,2,...) the suitable positive constants depending on the indicated parameters, only. 
for almost every x. Therefore
1/p and, by generalized Minkowski's inequality, jrr Jf
Thus, the proof is completed. Lemma 2. Let f,f Q e (Kp<«>, n = 0,1,2,...). Suppose that, for a certain a e (0,1), the functions g n (x) = I 1 _ a (z|f n ) (n = 0,1,2...) are absolutely continuous in <-jt, jr> and that their derivatives g;(x) = f< a) (x) (n = 0,1,2,...) belong to iJ^. Suppose further that
S^(') -<p(') IP
0 as nwhere (f is of class Lj^. Then the function g, defined by (3) , is equivalent to a 2ir-periodic function h absolutely continuous in <-3r, jr> , such that
a.e.
(cf. [1] , p. 532-534-)• Proof. By Lemma 1 ,
as n -^"o.
Therefore, in view of the well-known theorem^ there is a subsequence J g_ (x)i such that B. Taberski Clearly, the function h is absolutely continuous in < -2ir t 2or> and, by (5), ir Jcp(t)dt = 0.
-j Thus, h is of period 2ir and hi (x) = cp(x) for almost all x, Q.E.D.
Main results
First we shall give the following theorem 1. Let, for some positive p and r(1<p<<*>, r<l), the function f be of class and
<oo.
>) =1
Suppose that g defined by (3), with a suitable positive a < r, is continuous in the interval <-3r,or>. Then, the function g is absolutely continuous in <-jt,ir> and its derivative g' a (existing almost everywhere) is of class moreover,
for every positive k and n = 0,1,2,... Given any n > 0, let us choose the non-negative integer N such that 2® < 4n + 1 < 2 N+1 .
Then,
L P • and the result follows. Now some related theorem will be presented. Theorem 2.
Consider positive p, non-integer r (1 < p <<=«»» 1 < r <«) and a function f of period 2jt, continuous in <-jr,ar> , such that the condition (6) holds. Then f is absolutely continuous and the function g defined by (3) possesses, for every positive at < r -[r], the derivatives absolutely continuous in <-jr,jr> . Moreover, g (W+1) = f( a+ M) is of class il^ and
whenever k > 0, n = 0,1,2,... Proof.
In view of the Timan theorem given in § 1, the function f is absolutely continuous in <-jr,Tr> ; whence the function g, defined by (3), is absolutely continuous therein for every positive a < r - [r] .
Applying the inequalities Remark.
In the case 1 < p the above estimates concerning co^ can be slightly improved. To show this, we proceed similarly to that of [5] , p. 126-130 (see also [4] , p. 352-353).
